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ANNEXURE

1.

2.

3.
4.

The college invites the sealed quotations from web developers (with proven record) for the
development of the following web based applications, as per stated terms and conditions of the
college for integration to existing college website (romcollege.org.in). The platform should bear the
college name and logo.
Feedback Mechanism from all stakeholders:
a. Requirements:
1. Students Feedback on Teaching of Teachers, Existing Curriculum, Introduction of new
subjects in the Curriculum, Institutional Provision
2. Feedback of Teachers on their own teaching (Self Appraisal), Institution
3. Feedback from Alumni, Parents and Industry and University
4. Grievance Redressal
5. Feedback about Sexual Harassment
b. Feedback should be computed as Analytical Score
Online ‘Entry-in-Service’ (Online Competitive Examination Portal) Software
a. Requirements:
1. The examinations should be categorized into the different types of examinations
2. The examinations should be assorted stream-wise
3. The admin should have the flexibility to modify or add tests, replace questions to existing
examinations and the score should be visible of all students with all relevant details
4. The admin platform may circulate email/sms to all registered students
Teachers’ Daily e-Diary
Departmental MCQ Portal (Examination Reforms) (One Time Cost)
a. Requirements
1. Customisable questions
2. Superadmin/Admin/Teacher level Portal across Institution/Departments/Teachers
3. Semester-wise display of marks
4. The admin platform may circulate email/sms to all registered students
The vendors should follow the following terms and conditions
1. The development needs to be implemented from July, 2019. 2. The quotations should be submitted to
college tender box within
the next seven (7) days, i.e., 17.06.2019. 3. The vendors with relevant documented
---------------------------------------------------------------------experience should quote the rates and amounts tendered in English (both in figures as well as in words). 4.
The vendors should mention the rates of the software on per unit basis and separately mention the GST
component. 5. Once the quotation is accepted, the vendor shall be responsible to complete the project
maintaining terms and conditions already fixed. 6. The College authority does not bind themselves to accept
the lowest quotation if that is not advisable due to reasons as may be accepted by the College. 7. The College
reserves the right to reject all or some quotations without assigning any reason thereof. 8. Canvassing in
connection with the process will lead to rejection of the quotation. 7. The selected vendor/s may be called for
their demonstration. 9. The intending applicants are requested to produce their terms & conditions alongwith
the quotation. Revision of Terms & Conditions after submission of quotation will not be entertained. 10.
Necessary documents (or details) to be supplied with the quotation: a. Copy of the Government registration
certificate of the firm/company, b. Copy of ID, c. Copy of PAN card and d. Bank account details.

